
Check-Up H 

Skills: hearing which sound is missing/silent in a written and spoken word, dividing words into 
prefix/root word/suffix, substitution 

o Teachers ask students to write their name as neatly as possible next to the word “name.”

1-6) Which letter is silent?:
Teachers say a word.  Students listen to the sounds in the word.  Students circle the letter in the word 
that is silent. 
“I am going to say the word spelled in the box.  Listen to the sounds in the spoken word and circle the 
letter that is silent.” 

1) architect
2) doubt
3) kneel
4) which
5) scheme
6) guitar

7-12) prefix/root/suffix:

Teachers help students decode each word.  Students decide what the prefix, the root, and the 
suffix are in each word.  Students draw a line between the prefix and the root.  Students draw 
a line between the root and the suffix.

7) undoing
8) reported
9) inspecting
10) predictable
11) unthankful
12) refunded

13-18) Switch (substitution):
Teachers help students read the word.  Teachers say the sounds that need to be switched.  Students 
circle the letter(s) that need to be switched based on the sounds the teacher says.  Students write 
the new word created by using their knowledge of sound-spellings. 

13) switch /s/ for /kw/
14) switch /fl/ for /sh/
15) switch /n/ for /h/
16) switch /sh/ for /k/
17) switch /o/ for /O/
18) switch /e/ for /A/

NOTE: This quick assessment can be scored but is more effective when used as a check of whether students are 
mastering phonemic awareness and learned phonics. 
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Name:_______________________________________      Check-Up H 

silent letters 

architect doubt

kneel which

scheme guitar

Prefix – Root Word - Suffix 

undoing reported

inspecting predictable

unthankful refunded

1) 2)

3) 4)

5) 6)

8)7)

9) 10)

11) 12)
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Check-Up H 

Switch 

sick __________ 

flower __________ 

gnome __________ 

crash __________ 

mop __________ 

shed __________ 

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

18)
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